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ilm is dead, right? Better cancel that funeral because in the
United States and Europe film is remarkably healthy. Six
of last year's Best Picture Oscar nominees were shot on

Kodak film, the last man standing in the world of celluloid and
emulsion. Kodak, which emerged from bankru ptcy protection
this past summer, even boasts "no Academy Award-winning best
picture has been made without motion picture fiIm." Best Picture
Oscars have also gone to features shot on FUJIFILM in the last
few years (The Hurt Locker, 2010 and The King's Speech, 20rr).

\7hile film-based shoots are few and far berween in Canada,
there are two,labs processing film, one in Montreal and the other
in Toronto. Pablo Perez,lab manager at the Niagara Custom Lab
in Toronto, says they're still processing 8 mm, l6 mm and some
35 mm stock, mostly for indie productions and music videos.
"\(/e have an eclectic mix of clients," he says, noting some are
walk-in, and much is mail order. \fith the exit of FUJI from film,
they're also carrying some basic stock for sale. The lab has been
going for 10 years and is busy, he says, but it's more a reflection of
other facilities getting out of the business and the consolidation
of clients across Canada rather than any real trend in growth.

Itk hard to pur a single reason on it, associare CSC member
Vincent De Paula, a director of photography who divides his time
between Vancouver and Los Angeles, says. Whether it's the nature
of grain versus pixels, the psychological effect of the frame rare, rhe
detail or colour saturation, every film aficionado has an argument
to support using the medium.

Last year, Keanu Reeves' documenrary Side by Side: The Science,
Art, and Impact of Digital CinemA, explored the question: Is this
the end of film? Many of the cinematographers he talked with -
and they included Steven Soderbergh, James Cameron, David
Lynch, Richard Linklater, Mardn Scorsese, the \wachowskis,

Christopher Nolan, David Fincher and George T ucas were
passionate about film while others reahzedthat digital is the future
and it is now and they have to adapt ro push the technology to
enhance the k.y task, to tell a story. (sidebysidethemovie.com.)

"I am very keen on fiIm," De Paula says, recalling how he convinced
a U.K. production wanring a film look to just shoot film. 'After
reading the script I convinced them to shoot on film because,
really, that was the best way to achieve the look they wanted.
Ultimately, I also saved them money by going with film (with less
postproduction costs)." He says het talking with a U.S. producer
about shooting their next film on S 16 mm. "It means there is still
interest, and Kodak has signed a deal with six major studios to
provide film stock for their producdons, so it is not dead," he said.
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All of which brings us back ro digital, in a perverse way. If
imitation is indeed the purest form of fattery, celluloid buffs
should be pleased that the ultimate compliment being paid to film
is the abiliry of cinematographers and colourisrs to manipulate
the medium to ger it to render a film-like qualiry.

Operators have long tweaked their cameras ro shoot at 24 fps
to soften movemenr, adjusted the gamma and shortened depth
of field with 35 mm still lenses while pushing the camera back.
In post, adding grain and other effects will all push the look of
digital to film as will careful and detailed colour correction.

And, as De Paula notes, the increasing size of chip sensors has
opened up more lens possibilities. \While preferring film, he also
shoots on REDs and ALEXAs and just acquired a Sony F55 to
supplement his AAION S 16 mm package.

'A few years tgo, when sensors were much smaller you had to get
the camera back and use a long lens to reduce the depth of field
and make it narrow," he says. "But even shooting at 24 fps you
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capturing more dynamic range is possible with more affenrion
to lightitg. "Some people try to add more conrrast in post but
sometimes you do want detail in those blacks," De Paula says.

The k.y shift in rerms of film ro digital, he says, is in the
approach. "I rry nor to think, 'How am I going ro ger this to look
like film?"' he says. "I look at the format and know the pros and
cons of that format. I want to get the look in the camera. The
manufacturers now are giving us such a huge dynamic range so
you can see so much and then decide in post what you want."
Still, he laments, film picks up subtleties digital cannor at this
stage: "I can see textures even in 16 mm; I can light a face and see
it go from highlight to shadow and how it goes sofr."

Even De Paula concedes the comfort zone of film will fade into
memory as digital surpasses analog and creative talent begins to
harness that power without the urge to refcrence the past. \X/ith
the luxury of higher data densities, the crearive choices will be
around what to leave in and throw out, not about what to add.
"Really we should focus on the lenses, rhey're more imporranr,"
he says. S
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